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Contractor Pre-Install Checklist 
Romex Hardscape Jointing Solutions 

Required TOOLS: 

1. Hose with spray head (w/ sufficient length to cover the area to be jointed) 

2. Power cord (w/ sufficient length to reach to where materials will be mixed) 

3. Gravity Mixer or Drill Mixer (ask your RCW technician beforehand) 

4. Squeegee(s) and handles 

5. Stiff Broom(s) and handles 

6. Soft Broom(s) and handles 

NOTE: A cost-effective Romex install tools package is available, please inquire.  

7. Small hand broom for tighter areas/finesse (optional) 

8. Small hand shovel for tighter areas/finesse (optional) 

9. Buckets / Wheelbarrow (to transport grout to all areas, if site requires)  

Required PROCEDURES: 

• Clean out the joints to a depth of at least 1” (30mm) or agreed upon depth, and 

ensure there is no dirt / debris / etc. within the joints 

• Clean off the surface of all impurities / dirt / debris / etc. as well as any site 

furnishings, BBQs, etc.  

• Tape off / protect any adjacent surfaces not to be jointed to avoid resin staining 

• Be Prepared to close the surface to traffic - Have barriers / cones / etc. staged on 

site to block off the newly grouted surface for a minimum of 24 hours 

(pedestrian) or 5 days (vehicular)  

Required WEATHER: 

• THERE ARE WEATHER PARAMETERS THAT MUST BE FOLLOWED FOR A 

SUCCESSFUL INSTALLATION – most importantly for cold + damp conditions  

• A combination of sufficiently cold temperature + humidity (dew point on the 

surface) during the curing time will cause the resin to cure in such a way that it 

could leave a white film across the paving surface. CALL US if you are unsure. 

• Our products are resilient, and this film is difficult to remove. If the installation 

rules are not followed for installation Romex Canada West will not be held liable 
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for any direct or indirect costs from whitening and removal of the film and any 

related costs will be the sole responsibility of the installer.  

• The Ambient Air Temperature (i.e. the weather forecast), the Paver Surface 

Temperature AND the specifically the resulting Dew Point Temperature must all 

be above certain minimums throughout the entire curing time (generally, >5 oC 

for at least 12 hours following installation). If Dew Point Temperatures are 

outside this range, professional tenting and heating with adequate ventilation 

must be employed. Temperatures should also NOT EXCEED 30 oC for most 

jointing products.  

These conditions are different from region to region. For example, in the Pacific 

Northwest, it is commonplace to have high humidity and higher than expected dew 

point temperatures - even on only ‘moderately cool’ days. Therefore, greater attention 

must be paid to these three factors in climates with higher humidity readings to avoid 

unsightly surface whitening.   

Please ask your Romex representative for more detail and/or advice on installations in 

cold, damp weather.  

Rain During Installation: 

• Work can commence and proceed in light drizzle; however, if heavier rain occurs 

(rain that would physically wash or push grouting material out of the grout lines) 

then measures must be put in place (tarping / poly) to protect the surface for at 

least 6 hours after the installation, in a way that allows air flow across the surface 

for curing (elevate the drop sheet above the surface).  

IMPORTANT: 

Please do not schedule Romex Canada West trainers/technicians to arrive for any 

installation before all required tools are staged on site, and all required procedures are 

completed, as detailed above. 

If the RCW technician arrives as scheduled and the site is not prepared as detailed 

above, and the install cannot take place that day, a charge of CAD $250 can and will be 

applied to your account to balance lost time in preparation, transport and opportunity 

cost. 

It is up to the RCW Technician’s discretion as to whether or not they can assist in 

completing the prep work procedures and, if they do, time is charged @ $150/hour. 

(continued)… 
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TRAINING 

We want you to love using Romex! We provide free training for installers the first time 

they use each one of our products. This training includes up to two (2) hours of 

consulting / training and installation assistance. Beyond the two-hour free period, time 

is charged @ $100/hour. 

We also provide “How-to-Install” product info sheets, “How-to-Install” YouTube videos 

(see below), and we are available for any questions at any time.  

Thanks for choosing Romex!  

 

YouTube Video Highlights (visit our channel!)  

How to Install - Romex Rompox “Profi-Easy” (1-component permeable jointing mortar)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z_JEj2p1V7k&t=16s  

How to Install - Romex Rompox “Drain” (2-component permeable jointing mortar) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nZ2RB1ZlBFE  

How to Install - Romex “Trass Bed” permeable drainage bedding mortar 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AoHrfv1iBGo&t=4s  

“RSG” Paver Assembly Installation / Meet the team / Canada Place project video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BxY0TVuTArk  
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